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Daring to be Different
By Rosemarie John

Daring to challenge the status quo in the face of adversity and in a pursuit to be
unique, Air New Zealand is a diamond in a ruff that embraces New Zealand’s long
history of liberal social reform. Its candor to gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
persons and its stand within the fashion world allows for this national carrier to jazz
up various forms of themed flights to attract more passengers who crave for the
wickedly stupendous extraordinary experience that an individual can only so often
dream up.
Model Rachel Hunter enjoys the show with
daughter Renee and son Liam on board the
aircraft. - PHOTO BY FAIRFAX
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It might be relatively small as world
airlines go, but Air New Zealand is
going places and growing in profitably too, making the Aucklandbased carrier stand out from the
rest.
What Air New Zealand has
been doing for a couple of years
now is facing up to market realities whilst achieving a net profit
after tax of NZ$214 million for the
year to June 30, a dramatic 123%
increase on the previous year.
“This is the strongest result in
the past decade and comes off the
back of significant growth in passenger revenue,” said Air New
Zealand John Palmer.
But what exactly makes Air
New Zealand one of its kind?
Where – from a purely aes-

thetic viewpoint, commonality and
routine fligths can be rather bromidic – this carrier’s intriguingly
themed flights are simply
ravishingly fabulous and a complete
breakaway from the norm with
excitingly wild splashes of colour!
In celebration of the 2008
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi
Gras,Air New Zealand’s Pink Flight
will sweep its passengers away in
style from one side of the Pacific
to the other, lavishing upon them
everything from pink drinks to
drag queens departing on a Boeing
777 from San Francisco International Airport on 26 February
2008.
One can already imagine the
announcement over the PA systems:“Attention all passengers,Air

Designers Kate Sylvester
and Adrian Hailwood won
the top fashion business
prizes at the Air New
Zealand Fashion Export
awards. - PHOTO BY
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DOMINION POST

New Zealand is now boarding
rows one through FABULOUS!!”
For more than 300 glamorous
gays (and any other fun-loving
friends) who buy tickets, the party
will start far before the final boarding call. Pink Flight passengers all
decked in their most extravagant
Mardi Gras costumes will be
treated to a ‘Get-Onboard-Girlfriend!’ going away bash at the departure gate.
Once onboard, the Pink Flight
will boast a full programme of entertainment from live performances, on-board music, contests
and screenings of classic gaythemed films on Air New Zealand’s
digital in-flight entertainment system (IFE).
Because it is an overnight flight,
there will also be a period of
scheduled ‘Beauty Sleep’, pinkthemed food, cocktails, goodie bags
and a ‘Party Party Wake-Up’ before landing.
“Sydney Mardi Gras is one of
the most spectacular costume
events in the world, so we feel it’s
only fitting to offer a flight that
truly embodies the spirit of the
celebration in an unforgettable
way,” said Air New Zealand’s vice
president for the Americas, Roger
Poulton.
“Air New Zealand takes pride
in our gay-friendliness and sense

of fun, so this Pink Flight will be a
blast for everyone involved!”
For a country who voted the
world’s first transgender person
into a national office when
Georgina Beyer was elected to
Parliament in 1999 and same-sex
civil unions were recognized as an
institution in New Zealand in 2004,
its only sensible to flash their spirit
of openness while cashing in on
greater sales, marketing and advertising.
Just imagine the possibility of
having Rupert Everett, Boy George
or Tom Ford on board and what
that would do in terms of publicity… Whoaaaaah!
The first-ever Pink Flight
mounted earlier this year, which
flew from Auckland to Sydney for
the 2007 Mardi Gras, featured
similar themed activities and was
a resounding success as well as
scoring highly with the international media.
From its humble beginning in
April 1940 when its forerunner
airline, Tasman Empire Airways
Limited (TEAL) was incorporated,
Air New Zealand has come a long
way. In recent years, the carrier has
been beating market forecasts
thanks to strong passenger growth
and lower costs – joining Asian
carriers like Singapore Airlines and
Qantas Airways in posting earnings

growth this year as tourism demand has increased.
Along with their sporadic
themes, Air New Zealand added
services to Shanghai, Hong Kong
and Vancouver using new Boeing
777 jetliners, luring more-profitable business-class passengers with
lie-flat beds and better in-flight
entertainment.

The carrier also reduced the
price of its domestic operations by
up to 26% early this year with the
introduction of its ‘Grab-a-Seat’
range as well as its $1 fare promotion.
Highlights of Air New
Zealand’s year included the introduction of a range of innovative
pricing and marketing initiatives

Model Jessica Davis wearing a
dress by Lonely Hearts.
- PHOTO BY FAIRFAX
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Your platform to Asia
Information is key to survival and prosperity in the current fast-paced
business environment. Backed by over a decade of experience in the Asian market,
ADPR Consult produces the Asian Airlines & Aerospace (AA&A) and
Asian Defence & Diplomacy (AD&D) magazines that are distributed throughout
the region and beyond. We also produce the Show Daily at selected aerospace and
defence exhibitions in Asia, featuring news at the events and analysis of
current technology and policies in the region.

ADPR Consult (M) Sdn Bhd
26th Floor, Wisma Tun Sambanthan, Jalan Sultan Sulaiman, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
T: 603-2273 1355, 5315 F: 603-2273 5318
E: enquiry@adprconsult.com.my W: www.adprconsult.com.my
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including the MTV Flight; kids flying free for the July school holidays; a US$3 million advertising
campaign to accompany a refreshed brand personality.
It has also committed to the
purchase Boeing 787-9 aircraft –
bringing firm orders to eight; the
purchase and introduction of the
Boeing 777-200ER international
fleet; introducing eight Q300 regional aircraft and completing a
significant reorganisation of
Tasman and Pacific Island services.
Shuffling back to the airline’s
flamboyant escapade, its definitely
making headlines as the Pink Flight

sashays closer towards its departure date. After all has been said
and done, it remains to be seen
whether any other airline will take
on something this ambitious and
potentially controversial. But if Air
New Zealand achieves runaway
success, which it likely will, it’s
something that will have to be considered as one hell of a marketing
strategy.As Cecil Beaton once said,
“Be daring, be different, be impractical, be anything that will assert
integrity of purpose and imaginative vision against the play-it-safers,
the creatures of the commonplace,
the slaves of the ordinary.”

Sydney Mardi Gras

roots as a political demonstration
(1978) and has evolved to mean a
thousand different things to millions of people. It’s a powerful civil
rights demonstration and also the
biggest game of dress-up you’ve
ever played.
It’s an extraordinary outlet for
artistic expression and the oppor-

Cheeky, noisy, colourful and it only
gets sexier with age! Provocative
and in-your-face with a reputation
that’s notorious the world over, it
is the world’s biggest celebration
of gay, lesbian, transgender, bisexual
and queer culture.
Sydney Mardi Gras has its

Masked At Mardi Gras

tunity to stand up and say,“Hi mum
and dad, I’m gay!” In 2006 it received major festival status by the
City of Sydney and recently, Conde
Nast listed Mardi Gras as amongst
the top 10 costume events, equalling Venice & Rio.

Curtain Raiser
The seventh annual Air New
Zealand Fashion Week took to the
skies recently by putting on the
highest ever-recorded catwalk
show – a world first.
Kiwi supermodel turned
swimsuit designer Rachel Hunter
and celebrity guests joined more
than 120 passengers on the Air
New Zealand flight from Sydney
to Auckland recently with a chance
to be part of the 30,000ft Catwalk
involving eight models giving passengers a sneak preview of 30 designers showing at this year’s Air
New Zealand Fashion Week.
Once the plane reached cruising altitude, passengers were given
two incredible 15 minute runway
shows, each previewing key pieces
from the Winter 08 collections being shown at the next few day’s
shows (Karen Walker, Cybele,
Trelise Cooper etc).
“The 30,000ft Catwalk was
one of the most exciting fashion
shows I have ever seen. Its so
amazing and unique and such fun.
The models did such a fantastic job
getting up and down that aisle in

those heels,” said Rachel who was
travelling with children Renee and
Liam.
Air New Zealand Fashion
Week provides a forum for New
Zealand’s leading fashion designers
to show their Autumn/Winter
collections to both international
and local buyers and demonstrates
the airline’s support for New
Zealand fashion and creativity.The
airline has just renewed its sponsorship of New Zealand Fashion
Week for the next three years.

Pimp My Plane
Campaign
Air New Zealand’s funky online
‘Pimp My Plane’ promotion which
allowed punters to virtually decorate an A320 aircraft with everything from ‘bling’ including chunky
gold medallions, fluffy dice and
leopard-print to souped-up wings
won the best online ad campaign
award at the 2007 People’s Choice
NetGuide Web Awards.
Pimp My Plane was developed
and designed to promote the recent sell-out MTV Mile High Gig.
“The MTV Mile High Gig was
completely new territory for us
and the team knew we needed an
online promotion that was humorous, funky and edgy. It’s fair to say
that this campaign pushed the
boundaries of our brand!” said
Air New Zealand General Manager Internet Nicki Garraway.
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